I have recently! proved the existence of non-cyclic normal division algebras. The algebras I constructed are algebras A of order sixteen (degree four, so that every quantity of A is contained in some quartic sub-field of .4) containing no cyclic quartic sub-field and hence not of the cyclic (Dickson) type. But each A is expressible as a direct product of two (cyclic) algebras of degree two (order four). Hence the question of the existence of non-cyclic algebras not direct products of cyclic algebras, and therefore of essentially more complex structures than cyclic algebras, has remained unanswered.
Introduction.
I have recently! proved the existence of non-cyclic normal division algebras. The algebras I constructed are algebras A of order sixteen (degree four, so that every quantity of A is contained in some quartic sub-field of .4) containing no cyclic quartic sub-field and hence not of the cyclic (Dickson) type. But each A is expressible as a direct product of two (cyclic) algebras of degree two (order four). Hence the question of the existence of non-cyclic algebras not direct products of cyclic algebras, and therefore of essentially more complex structures than cyclic algebras, has remained unanswered.
The exponent of a normal division algebra A is the least integer e such that A • is a total matric algebra. A normal division algebra of degree four has exponent two or four according as it is or is not expressible as a direct product of algebras of degree two.f I shall prove here that there exist non-cyclic normal division algebras of degree and exponent four, algebras of a more complex structure than any previously constructed normal division algebras.
2. Algebras of order sixteen. We shall consider normal simple algebras of order sixteen (degree four) over a field K. Algebra A has a quartic sub-field K~iu, v) where (1) m2 = />, v2 = a (p, a in K), such that neither p, a, nor ap is the square of any quantity of K. Algebra A contains quantities hi ji, J3 = jijt, such that (2) jxu « w/i, jxv = -vji, ji2 = gx = 7i + y2u ^ 0 (yx, y2 in K),
j2v = vj2, j2u = -uj2, j22 = g2 = y3 + y4v ^ 0 (73, 74 in K), A necessary and sufficient condition that A be associative is that (6) 762 -7e2<rp = (712 -722p)(732 -742<r).
A necessary and sufficient condition* that A be not expressible as a direct product of two algebras of degree two (that is, have exponent four) is that the equation (7) «i2 -ai a -(712 -722p)«32 = 0 be impossible for any ax, a2, a3 not all zero and in K. Algebraf A has a sub-algebra B = (1, v,jx, vjx) over R~iu). This algebra is a generalized quaternion algebra and it is well known that B is a division algebra if and only if (8) gi ;¿ ai2 -aía for any ax and a? in K~iu). But if ax=ax+a2u, an=«3+0:4«, the equation gi = ax2 -of a implies that 71 +y2u= [a? -r-afp-aiag +a?p)]-{-2ioixcx2-aa3ai)u so that 71=«i2 +«2*p-cried +a42p). We have now Theorem 1. A sufficient condition that B be a division algebra is that the quadratic form For if the sufficient condition of Theorem 1 were satisfied and yet B were not a division algebra we would have yx=ax2+a22p-a(ai+aip) so that Q = 0 for «i, a2, a3, «4 in K and a6 = l, a contradiction.
It is also knownj that, when B is a division algebra, A is also a division algebra if and only if there is no quantity XinB for which But then 73&2= -yibx, 75¿2= -y«dx, so that from (162), (15),
If A is associative then (6) is satisfied. Also g2^0 so that g2(-v) ¿¿0, y3* -yia 7¿0. Then (17) is equivalent to (18) 7376 = 75&1 + y3dx(yx2 -yip).
As in the proof of Theorem 1 we have immediately Theorem 2. A sufficient condition that A with division sub-algebra B be a division algebra is that the quadratic form
shall not vanish for any ax, • • ■ ,a9 not all zero and in K.
3. Algebras over K(q). Let L = K~iq) be a quadratic field over K where (20) q2 = 6 = 5X2 + ô22 (ôx and 82 in K).
It is well known that if K contains no quantity k such that k2 = -1 then every cyclic quartic field over K contains a quadratic sub-field L of the above type. Hence a sufficient condition that an algebra of degree four be non-cyclic is that A contain no quadratic sub-field L as above. But also A contains no subAlbert 3, p. 178.
field equivalent to any given quadratic field L if and only if A XL is a division algebra.* Hence we have Theorem 3. If no k in K has the property k2= -I, a sufficient condition that a normal simple algebra A of order sixteen over K be a non-cyclic normal division algebra is that A XL be a division algebra for every quadratic field L = K(q), (21) q2 = S = Ó? + S22 (Si and lt in K).
We shall apply Theorem 3 as follows. We shall choose a particular field of reference, K. We shall then define A by a choice of p, a, yx, ■ ■ ■ , y6. Then also A XL is evidently a normal simple algebra (of the same kind as A over K) over L when we show that neither p, a, nor ap is the square of any quantity of L (not merely K). We shall then prove that ^4(not A XL which can have exponent two) has exponent four, while A XL is a division algebra. This latter step will be an application of Theorems 1 and 2 applied to A XL over L. The algebras A over K will be non-cyclic algebras of exponent four by Theorem 3.
4. The field K. Let F be any real number field, and let x, y, and z be independent marks (indeterminates). The field F(x, y, z) = K is a function field consisting of all rational functions with (real) coefficients in F of x, y, z. We shall deal with quadratic forms Q and equations Q = 0 so that we shall always be able to delete denominators and hence take our quantities in J = F[x, y, z], the domain of integrity consisting of all polynomials in *, y, z with coefficients in F. We shall of course also consider the domains F [xJ, F[x, y] , etc. Consider a field K(q) as in §3. It is evident that the quantity q defining such a quadratic field may always be chosen so that ô, 5i, b2 are in /. Also in a quadratic form Q = 0 with coefficients in J and variables over K(q) we may always take the variables to be in the domain of integrity J[q] of all quantities of the form a -f-bq where a and b are in J.
Every quantity a = a(x, y, z) of J has a highest power z" with coefficient mF[x, y] not identically zero. We shall call n the z-degree of a, the coefficient of z" the z-leading coefficient of a. Similarly a has an x-degree, y-degree, xleading coefficient, y-leading coefficient. A restriction of the z-degree of a certain expression and its z-leading coefficient evidently does not affect itŝ -degree, etc.
* Cf. Albert 1.
If the coefficient of z" above is b(y, x) and the coefficient of the highest power ym of y in b is c(x), then m is called the (z, y)-degree of a, c(x) the (z, y)-leading coefficient of a. Finally the degree of c(x) is the (z, y, *)-degree of a, its leading coefficient in F, the (z, y, z)-leading coefficient of a.
We have similarly (x, y, z)-degree and leading coefficient, etc. Using these definitions an elementary result is Lemma 1. The field K contains no quantity k such that k2= -1.
For let k2 = -1. Then rk =s, where r and s are in J and are both not zero. It follows that s2 = -r2. The ix, y, z)-leading coefficient of s2 is evidently a real square and is positive, that of -s2, negative so that the polynomial identity r2 = -s2 is impossible.
Lemma 2. There exist quantities X, p in F[x, y] such that \2+p2 is not the square of any quantity of Fix, y).
We prove the above lemma with the example \=x, p=y. If x2+y2 = b2, where b is a rational function of x and y, it is evident that b must be a polynomial in x and y. For the square of a rational function in its lowest terms and with denominator not unity is never a polynomial. Hence we may put b = bxx+bi where b2 is in F\y], bx merely in F [x, y]. Then x2+y2 = bx2x2 +2bxb2x+b2* identically in x and y. It follows that b22 =y2, b2= ±y. Then We shall call a polynomial of the form (22) an 5-polynomial. All such polynomials have the properties that all their degrees are even, all their ( , , Heading coefficients positive. Moreover such a polynomial is zero if and only if ai = a¡i=«i2 = 0. Hence we have Lemma 3. A sufficient condition that a quadratic form ^Xi«,-2 with X¿ in J shall not vanish for any a< not all zero and in K(q) is that^kiSi shall not vanish for any S-polynomials Si not all zero.
6. The multiplication constants of A. We now choose p, a,yx, ■ ■ • , y9 in /. We shall take (23) a of even z-degree, even (z, y)-degree, odd (z, y, x)-degree.
We shall define 71 and 75 in terms of certain quantities ex, e6, where (24) (the z-degree of e6 is odd) > (z-degree of exy3) ;
(25) (the z-degree of y3 is odd) > (z-degree of yta) ;
(26) (the z-degree of y2) > (z-degree of y6v) ;
(27) the (z, y)-degree of y3 even, of 65 odd.
The above conditions are restrictions merely on the z-leading coefficients of our quantities. By making the corresponding z-degrees sufficiently large we evidently only restrict a single term in each quantity, satisfy the above conditions, and yet permit any desired inequalities between x-degrees, y-degrees of the same quantities. Moreover ( , , )-leading coefficients other than the (z, , )-leading coefficients may be taken to have any desired sign, and the evenness or oddness of ( , )-degrees, etc., other than those already given above are still at our choice. We therefore may continue with (28) a of even y-degree, odd-(y, x)-degree;
(29) (y-degree of ex odd) > (y-degree of e6) ;
(30) (y-degree of y2) > (y-degree of ysa) ;
(31) (y-degree of y3) > (y-degree of y ta);
(32) a of odd x-degree.
Let the ^-leading coefficient of y6 be xi, that of 7274 be ir2 such that (33) tx2 +>22 9* X2 for any X of F(y, z).
This restriction may be satisfied by Lemma 2 and there merely restricts thê -leading coefficients of 7« and 7274. Also take (34) (x-degree of y6) = (x-degree of y2y^ > (x-degree of y2y3), that is, the x-degree of 74 greater than the x-degree of 73, and, if we desire, the z-leading coefficient of 72 unity, that of 74, y, that of ye, z, and (33) is satisfied. and is associative.
7. Elementary properties. In (25) we chose the z-degree of 73 to be greater 'than the z-degree of 740-. In (26) we took the z-degree of 72 greater than that of 76o". It now follows that the only term of e containing its highest power öf z is (7ü73)2. Similarly, by (24), (25) Lemma 4. The z-degree of p is positive, even, and the z-leading coefficient of p is the negative of a perfect square.
Consider the y-degree of p. By (31) the y-degree of 732 -yi<r is positive and its y-leading coefficient is a perfect square (in 732). By (35) the leading y-term of e is then in (7273)2, while the leading y-term of e12(732 -yia) -ei is then in (ei73)2. Hence the term of p containing its highest power of y is (ei72732)2.
Lemma 5. The y-degree of p is positive and even, and its y-leading coefficient is a perfect square.
Consider the x-degree of e. We have taken the x-degree of y6 equal to the x-degree of 7274 and the x-degree of 74 greater than the x-degree of 73. But e = -[(7274)2+7e2 ]cr+ (727s)2. Hence the x-leading coefficient of e is the product of the x-leading coefficient of -a by 7Ti2 +7r22. But the x-degree of a has been taken odd.
Lemma 6. Let a<¡ be the x-leading coefficient of a. Then the x-leading coefficient of eis -o-0(iti2 +T22) and the x-degree of eis a positive odd integer.
The quantity 712 -722p is determined by (38). We shall require Lemma 7. The z-degrees ofyx2 -yip are all even.
For proof we notice that we have already shown that the z-degree of e is even, in fact the leading term of e when arranged according to powers of z is a perfect square. Also we have taken the z-degree of (72 €5)2 greater than that of (76€i)2o-. Hence the z-degree of 712 -722p is even. In fact its z-leading coefficient occurs only in (72s €573)2 and is a perfect square, so that all its z-degrees are even.
One of the properties required in our definition of A is that neither p, a, nor o-p shall be the square of any quantities of K. We shall prove Lemma 8. Neither p, a, nor ap is the square of any quantity of K(q).
For let p=a2 where a is in K(q). Then p.a=X where X is in J[q] and p. is in /. Then pp.2 =X2 in /. A quantity X of K(q) has its square in K if and only if it is either in if or a multiple of q by a quantity of k. If X in I[q] is in K then X is in J so that pp2 =X2 is impossible because the (z, y, x)-leading coefficient of p and hence pp.2 is negative while that ofX2 is positive. Hence \ = vq with v in /. Then X2 = v2ô is an 5-polynomial and cannot be identical with pp.2 of negative (z, y, x)-leading coefficient.
Similarly aj^a2 where we now use the property that a has odd x-degree. Finally by (28) and Lemma 5 ap has odd (y, x)-degree and apj^cx2 for any a oiKiq). It follows from Corollary 1 that K~iu, v) is a quartic field over K and that gi = 0 if and only if 71=72 = 0. By Lemma 7, gi^O. Also (31) implies that #2^0, while the associativity condition (38) implies that g3^0. 8. The exponent of A. We shall use (7) to prove that A has exponent four, that is, A is not a direct product of two algebras of degree two. Assume that A has not exponent four so that (7) is satisfied for ax, a2, a3 in K and not all zero. As we have already remarked we may take ax, a2, a3 in/. If a2 = a3 = 0, But then ßi =oßi +eßi. The x-leading coefficient of eßi has the form -o-0(xi2 -\-iri)ß3i by Lemma 6. The x-leading coefficient of aßi has the form o-ofto2. But (-kí -\-ivi)ß3i 5^0 is not the square of any quantity of K(y, z).
Hence the :r-leading coefficient of aßi +eßi is not zero. But the ^-degree of this expression is odd since a has odd x-degree, e has odd ^-degree, ß39e0. It follows that (40) is impossible for j33?*0, a contradiction. 9. The first norm condition. We wish to prove that algebra B is a division algebra, that is, prove that gX7¿a-a(-v) for any a of A(w, v), the so called first norm condition. As we have shown this condition will be satisfied if we can show that the equation 10. The second norm condition. This is the condition g2=X'X which, by §5 and (19) , is satisfied if we can prove that has even z-degree. Hence R = 0, S» = 0, and R has z-leading coefficient zero. This proves that Si = 0 (i = 1, • • • , 9) as desired. We have proved Lemma 10. Let F be a real number field, x, y, z indeterminates, and let A be an algebra of order sixteen over K = Fix, y, z) defined by (l)- (5), (23)-(37). Then A is a normal division algebra of degree and exponent four over K, A XL is a normal division algebra of degree four over L for every quadratic field L = Kiq), q2 = 5 = Ó? + 522 (5i, & in K).
As an immediate corollary of Lemma 10 we then have Theorem. The algebras of Lemma 10 are non-cyclic algebras of degree four not expressible as direct products of cyclic algebras of degree two.
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